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Redesign Chain of Economic Statistics (presentation by Danny van Elswijk) 

The production of economic statistics has changed dramatically over the last years at CBS. The redesign 

of Economic Statistics (HEcS) program was crucial in realizing this change. The statistical process in the 

1990s had lots of stovepipes. However, in 2003 the IMPECT program was launched to replace individual 

data collection for short term and production statistics into a uniform process. As a result there were only 

two stovepipes left. It was a major step towards harmonization in terms of consistent questionnaires, 

definitions, processes and output for short term and production statistics. There were still challenges 

remaining – with inefficiency on micro-level, poor linkage of register and administrative data, different 

methodologies of STS and SBS, consistent treatment of larger enterprises, large revisions of GDP at 

National Accounts (NA).  

A new chain of economic statistics was an idea to create a highway within one division. It meant 

centralizing business statistics (Hague) departments close to NA, creating a new department focusing on 

large companies, expanding the role of business register (coupling administrative sources) and positioning 

it within the chain as a backbone of statistics and centralizing data collection outside the chain. The 

highway is designed in particular for turnover, production and macroeconomic statistics. Related statistics 

are positioned within the economic division, but do not “drive on the highway”.                 

Redesigning economic statistics (HEcS) had three goals – efficiency, quality (smaller revisions of NA, 

consistent treatment of large enterprises, stable and flexible computer systems) and reduction of 

administrative burden (using more register data).     

The redesigning process started in 2008, core of the chain was implemented in 2011 and full 

implementation is planned for 2014. The changes in general can be put in three groups – better use of 

administrative data, more methodological coherence and streamlining processes.  

The result of redesigning may be called a “mixed mode chain approach.” At the level of individual 

statistics a mixed mode of various sources are used. At the level of economic statistics as a whole (chain) 

processes are interlinked and they need each other to achieve their goal.  The results in terms of 

consistency are as follows: 

- statistical units are more consistent with fiscal units; 

- methodological coherence – total turnover from turnover statistics is equal to the production statistics 

figure (quality improvement); 

- general tooling for turnover and production statistics; 

- consistency for larger enterprises; 

- steady states improving consistency in the use of datasets; 

- consistency at the output level between turnover statistics and NA statistics. 

Though the chain management is a challenge, plans for the future are already made to reduce additional 

surveys, further align statistical and financial reporting variables etc. 

In the following discussion CBS mentioned there were problems with timeliness of the data usage as 

changes in fiscal legislation enabled companies to provide VAT-data on a quarterly instead of a monthly 

basis. Furthermore, organizational changes were challenging due to budget cuts and people leaving and 

changing their working duties. During the redesign process, NA, as the main user, was also involved in 
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the changes and had to think through their main needs for statistics. Nowadays there is a lot more 

cooperation between NA and Business statistics and SBS, STS and NA have regular meetings every two 

months. As the main user, NA is the most important to them. NA has to be certain they can rely on the 

statistical data, they need consistent data. Their organizational model is not like stovepipe anymore, but 

rather like a network. Due to shifting people from one working area to another, there have been more 

open discussions and cooperation.  

  

Presentation on using an architectural approach in redesigning/integration of statistics 

production (presentation by Peter Struijs) 

Peter Struijs first put his presentation into context and made an historical expose on the development of 

the CBS in the Netherlands. The first time a system approach was launched in the Netherlands was when 

the National Account was created after World War 2 and there have been increasing efforts since. After 

looking at conceptual issues (concepts, units classifications aso.) in the 70’s more emphasis have 

gradually been put on coordination of processes.  

Drivers for improving the processes were, cost efficiency, minimal response burden, responsiveness to 

demand and high quality standards, in particular coherence where STS and SBS had problems (see other 

presentations). An architectural approach has evolved as the inputs and outputs are connected to multiple 

processes. Furthermore, there was a need to improve a multipurpose use of the data to respond to 

demands that independent production lines hampered. These production lines were not cost effective and 

CBS needed to optimize the architecture at corporate level. The conclusion at CBS was that independent 

production lines are not sustainable and a network design is needed in a modern statistical office. He also 

stated that regardless if we call it coherence, comparability, consistency, etc., it is all about reducing the 

degree of freedom. 

CBS has in place a framework for a future system, which is not a complete blueprint, but rather a system 

of conditions that have to be fulfilled in the future. The framework consists of a description of the value 

chain of statistical production and a set of Business Architecture principles have been set up. Examples of 

the principles are: 

- no data without metadata, i.e. it is important to keep metadata with the data so the users can make 

better use of the statistical information. 

- (re)design focuses on maximal reuse, i.e. CBS has a policy not to ask for information by 

questionnaire if the information is available through administrative data. 

- Separate design from production, i.e. production makes use of standard modules that will give a more 

cost effective production line. 

CBS has also compliance checks for redesign projects, e.g. clear definition of products and use of generic 

services. The latter one is not always easy as standardization is giving less freedom. CBS tries, however, 

to give the users what they need. 

Statistical production is seen as a value chain of processes (if possible modular processes) and an example 

was presented with the different parts explained. One aspect mentioned was key information objects CBS 

calls steady states. Steady states consist of both data that must be well defined with good quality and 

metadata. The steady states enables users to better rely on the data. 
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Generic services are part of the system. An example is the data collection service. In the beginning the 

existing staff moved to a data collection department that supports the whole CBS. Another generic service 

is the Data Service Center (DSC), which is being developed to supply data for users along with metadata. 

There is also a Data dissemination service (including Statline, of which an open data version is now in 

place with 150 tables to be downloaded including metadata). One could call generic  services “Dumb 

services” as in principle there is no need of subject matter knowledge, even if the DSC staff need some 

help to get it right. CBS also has a statistical toolbox with (at the moment) 18 standard tools. 

The redesign project at CBS has no centralized approach. It is rather a responsibility of local managers 

with the support from central redesign staff and generic approach available. All projects need, however, to 

comply with architectural standards as established by the Central Architecture Board (CAB). If the 

project does not comply with the centrally set standards a good explanation is needed to the board. In 

addition, project resources are made available by a portfolio board at the corporate level. The use of 

Prince2 method and architectural framework in the form of templates (MAD, BAD, SAD) were also 

mentioned. 

The effect on consistency, even if not finished with the work at CBS, is that more consistent metadata is 

produced. The reuse of data and metadata benefit consistency. However, it needs to be mentioned that 

getting consistent data does not automatically give better estimates. Several issues were also addressed, 

e.g. how to find a proper level of the processing modules and optimization of a survey and how to 

calculate the costs as a first survey to implement a standard has higher costs than the following. 

In conclusion, CBS finds that consistency is a corporate issue where a network approach, both at design 

and production level, is needed. Consistency is enhanced by standardization and the importance of 

information management was emphasized. 

 

Presentation on the new system for Business Statistics (presentation by Carlo Driesen) 

Carlo Driesen, team manager Business Statistics at CBS, presented the new system for Business Statistics 

implemented at CBS.  

The new system redesigned the scope, methodology and the processes in Business Statistics. The aim of 

the new system was to improve efficiency and quality of the statistical output, to reduce the amount of 

questionnaires as well as the system maintenance workload and to improve consistency for employment 

data, data on business demography and financial data. Mr Driesen started with a description of the use of 

financial data in SBS, which are part of the costs and profit accounts. The inconsistencies occurring 

between employment and financial data have to be part of later projects.  

Within the project, new processes for the production of SBS statistics were developed. In methodological 

issues, several choices were made concerning definition, weighting, imputations, the use of administrative 

data for smaller enterprises and new methods for outlier detection.  

A mixed mode multiple source design of the system was developed, where sample schemes were used for 

the smallest enterprises and VAT-totals are used for improving consistency. Imputations (for 

nonresponses) are only used for larger enterprises. For the rest of the population weighing techniques are 

used. There is a clear hierarchy of imputation methods in which the administrative data of t combined 
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with t-1 have the highest priority followed by the use of averages either in combination with values for 

the unit in t-1 or simple averages for the respective group. For the smallest enterprises administrative data 

are used in combination with structural data of the period t-x and the structures are updated every three 

years.  

The structure of the process is as follows: at the beginning, there is the sample design. After the collection 

of data, an automatic editing process makes first detections and corrections (nearly 70% of the 

questionnaires are edited automatically). After the weightings and imputations are done, the data is 

analysed top-down. If there are errors found at this point, the data is edited manually. The manual editing 

focuses especially on the largest and most complex enterprises. If the analysis says the data is correct, it is 

disseminated. 

For the top-down analysis, the program MacroView is used. MacroView is an in-house developed 

software tool from Statistics Netherlands. It gives the analyst the possibility to view data on a macro level 

within the editing process, without changing the underlying data. So plausibility could also be checked on 

a macro level at an early stage of the production process. The process validation is ensured with quality 

reports and by validation of the data by independent researchers. The data is disseminated at StatLine, the 

electronic databank of Statistics Netherlands.   

The issue of consistency is treated on several levels. The consistency on the meta-data level is ensured by 

following the EU classifications and definitions and by the use of a Business Register. On the process-

level, consistency should be improved by the chain management. On the data level, micro-checking (over 

all statistical domains), meso-integration (SBS and STS data) and cross domain branch outputs (over all 

domains) ameliorate inconsistency.  

For the future, the improvement of the automatic editing, the integration of administrative employment 

data, further improvements in the top down analysis and minor system improvements are planned.  

 

Statistical Units in the Netherlands (presentation by Rico Konen) 

Rico Konen presented the work on statistical units taken place at CBS. There is a support to use 

administrative data to reduce the response burden for enterprises. The conditions for using administrative 

data are availability, usability (must be examined) and legislation. Legislation to register in the Trade 

Register has its conditions:  

- organizations with an establishment on Dutch territory; 

- organizations with regular economic activity on Dutch territory; 

- special organizations, like providers of personnel to Dutch organizations, establishments in health 

care etc. 

Legislation on the Fiscal Value Added Tax Unit (VTU) is for composition of legal units with the aim to 

prevent taxing on intra-company transactions. One VTU (as a group of legal units) has a proven financial, 

organizational and economic relationship for the Tax Office. 

Legislation on the Fiscal Corporate Tax Unit (CTU) is for composition of legal units with the aim to 

compensate loss or delay of profit within the group (as an administrative simplification). One legal unit is 

an economic owner (at least 95%) and they are all treated as one tax payer. 
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In these administrative conditions the unit for statistical purposes is formulated. Complete enterprise 

group is the starting point from where to start making clusters. It can be complicated with large 

enterprises. 

Enterprises are delineated by profiling. First the enterprise group is delineated, then the operational 

structure is investigated, enterprises are delineated within the enterprise group and linked to the 

administrative structure of the enterprise group. 

For small enterprises estimations of administrative data is used. For quality reasons enterprises which 

employ more than 50 people are under primary observation and large enterprises are under special data 

treatment. 

 

What about prices? (presentation by Arthur Giesberts) 

Arthur Giesberts, team manager for statistics on service industries, held a presentation on the challenges 

on consistency from a SPPI perspective. He claimed that prices should be part of consistency work and 

started by showing a chart from NA on production value, employment and value added illustrating that 

service industries are about 30% of value added in the Netherlands. Service industries have been growing 

steadily over the past years. CBS began producing SPPI in 2004; since 1995 PPI is produced; and CPI 

since 1938. Current SPPI is based on CPA 2008 and is part of the STS regulation and therefore delivered 

to Eurostat. It is also used as deflator for NA and published for external use.  

The difference between inflation (CPI) and SPPI has grown as a result of the economic crisis which affect 

price setting for service industries. The quality of the SPPI determines the volume growth (quality). Prices 

are therefore almost equally important as turnover in their estimates; to have accurate volume estimates 

you need accurate prices.   

There are differences in coverage between STS (and SBS) and SPPI due to the fact that some branches 

are covered by the CPI rather than SPPI (e.g.. accommodation and food service), but also due to 

feasibility, EU regulation and CBS demands. Therefore, the utilization of SPPI deflators for estimating 

economic growth on a quarterly basis is not as good yet as it could be.  

In the future CBS wants to further align SPPI with STS (and SBS) to improve NA deflators, redesign 

survey methodology for the SPPI branches, improve the sample, etc. CBS would also like to distinguish 

more explicitly between B2All and B2B. The Netherlands have successfully applied for Eurostat grants to 

research the possibilities for developing SPPI’s for industries that are currently not covered by an STS 

regulation.  

It was concluded that it is difficult to argue that prices are not important or less important than turnover in 

terms of reaching consistency.  

  

Presentation on the use of Admin data for STS (presentation by Danny van Elswijk) 

Danny van Elswijk, Project Manager Business Statistics at CBS, presented the project of direct estimates 

of totals (DRT). It has been developed to integrate the use of VAT data in the statistical production 

process of Statistic Netherlands, to achieve methodological coherence between turnover statistics and 
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production statistics and to implement top-down analysis and generic analysis tooling. In the development 

all inside and outside stakeholders were involved. The project had six goals namely the reduction of 

administrative burden, the improvement of efficiency and data quality, the development of a system for 

producing consistent quarterly and annual figures and the goal of generating “production quality figures”. 

The project was carried out in four phases: the methodological development and prototyping phase, the 

phase of producing estimates from the prototype, the IT system development for quarterly figures and the 

IT system development for annual figures. As a result of the project the DRT is integrated in the process 

by using data from the Business Register and turnover data from the unit for consistency in the largest 

enterprises and links these data with the VAT data. Especially the BR is important as it gives the frame 

for the linking with the VAT data. One problem to solve was that the statistical units do not always 

correspond to the fiscal units, that there are different types of relations between both kinds of units and 

that these relations are dynamic and change over time. 

CBS presented some difficulties which occurred during the project within the area of definitions and 

variables, of units, reporting periods and output, as well as the matching solutions for these.   

As input, as much VAT data as possible is used. Data from the top 1900 enterprises are collected by a 

primary survey. This data is difficult to correlate to the statistical units for complex enterprises. The 

turnover has to be corrected to match the definitions of Statistic Netherlands. Where turnover data do not 

correspond to VAT data a methodology of corrections was developed. Correction factors were calculated 

with a regression approach. The factors were updated annually.The VAT data is corrected in case of large 

differences when there is a general correlation between turnover and VAT data. It is not used if the 

correlation between them is poor (e.g. this is the case for travel agencies). For the population of units, 

quarterly population is derived from four monthly populations, i.e. that companies are in the frame, when 

they were active in one of the four month. Coupling is more efficient by improvements in the BR. For 

imputation, similar methodology is used at level of statistical units and fiscal units. The editing is based 

on more and more automated rules, editing suggestions are automatically provided.  

The quality is assured through the process, by monitoring quality indicators and validation and by the 

help of experts and trained employees. As a result of the project the software MacroView was developed, 

methodological coherence could be achieved, the quality of data could be improved, VAT data was 

implemented and the response burden could be reduced. As important lessons, the clearing of the project 

scope and communications were named. 

Because of the complexity of the production system several management relations to other areas and 

projects had to be taken into account. The issue of chain management was discussed. In the project, one 

person was responsible for decisions, which was feasible to make, as much as possible, objective 

decisions. The teams consisted of persons from every unit involved, including the Management Board of 

Division. Several handbooks, rules and guidelines were published and used; also a chain management site 

was developed.  

The coherence of the project output with the EU requirements was ensured in advance, while a map with 

all necessary outputs was done at the beginning and the regulations are an important part of the quality 

indicators.  
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Consistent Data on Large Enterprise Groups (presentation by Kees Vennix) 

As globalization increases complexity, there is a dedicated team in CBS since 2010 to deal with large, 

complex units in a separate process. The teams shall deliver consistent data on these units for a number of 

variables, suitable for direct use in other statistics, including NA. Large enterprise groups play a dominant 

role in statistical output. Inconsistencies in micro data lead to inconsistencies between statistics and bring 

extra work for NA. 

The scope is 320 non-financial enterprise groups, 2 400 enterprises and 11 200 legal units. Enterprise 

groups are selected by size and complexity. Inconsistencies are detected as early as possible in micro data. 

The consistency rules are formulated in collaboration with NA. As a result there should be consistent data 

for 15 variables from 10 different statistics. 

They have a consistency tool to detect inconsistencies. The tool is fed daily with data from production 

systems for source statistics. The rules are checked at enterprise group and enterprise level, consistency 

matrix is created at enterprise group level. Inconsistencies are either solved or explained. The conclusions 

are documented and shared with others. It all requires good cooperation and communication within CBS. 

Although inconsistencies may be caused by dynamics of enterprise groups or for example due to different 

definitions of variables, enterprise groups appreciate the effort CBS gives to detect the inconsistencies. 

In the following discussion the case when an enterprise does not have a turnover was mentioned. In that 

case, the fee received from selling is considered as a turnover. The issues of international enterprises were 

addressed as growing challenge as they want to be free on the national level for their national users. 

International register is frightening as countries do not know where they are heading. Profiling enterprise 

groups is not easy due to the changes and needs lots of discussions. The NACE code for the enterprise 

group is the code that gives the most of the value added. 

 

National Accounts (presentation by Dirk van den Bergen)  

The Dutch National Accounts (NA) is part of the redesign program as main user of STS and SBS data. 

This has ensured a higher consistency than previously, even if adjustments through balancing are still 

needed in some cases.  

A new process was developed at CBS as part of the redesign program. In the old process each estimate 

was processed from all data sources and very time consuming. Furthermore, NA had to manually balance 

the tables. In the new process the work is very much automated and a more selective reprocessing is 

made.   

The quarterly estimates are now consistent and only other sources are used when needed. The flash NA is 

published much sooner than STS and readjustments are needed later if there are large differences. If there 

are small differences NA accept an inconsistency with STS. 

Final annual estimates need to be complete and also include e.g. the black market. It is more problematic 

to make adjustments in the NA afterwards as volume changes are more important than levels. Therefore, 

if there is a previous mistake NA needs to know the correct volume change and will continue the same 

mistake. The levels may then be changed through a benchmark revision. 
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Today balancing is partially automated where a balancing “machine” is used for small differences 

(statistical noise). If the data for each commodity has large differences an extra analysis may be done. A 

quarterly “machine” makes quarters consistent with years. Input is the results from previous cycle and 

CBS tries to hold on to q-o-q price and volume changes. Not much external information is used, which 

can be a disadvantage, and sometimes the model gets too simplistic according to Dirk.  

The “balancing machine” mentioned before works satisfactory. The “quarterly machine” is used less 

often. CBS uses the “balancing machine” 11 times a year for the quarterly, whereas the “quarterly 

machine” is used only twice per year. The reason is that not all parts in the automated process are 

communicating as it should, e.g. there are tools in the process that are not completely calibrated to use the 

“quarterly machine”. There are some differences that could be explained by different concepts. 

Nonetheless, for the NA changes are more important than levels. In the end NA still need to balance some 

data and therefore it cannot be fully consistent with production statistics.  

To conclude, a more efficient process due to automation is now in place and by using clear rules and 

procedures there is less subjective assessments. Furthermore, the data is more reproducible as part of 

having more objective results. 

 

Statistics on Employment and Wages (presentation by Jorrit Zwijnenburg) 

 

The statistical output – employment, wages and hours paid, should be derived with maximal use of 

register data and with minimal response burden. Until 2006 Statistics Netherlands had an Annual Survey 

on Employment and Earnings (ASEE) with a mix of paper and electronic questionnaires for 25 000 

enterprises and 4 million employees. After that administrative data is used from the Wage Tax 

Declaration Chain (WTDC), which is owned by the Tax Authorities, the Employee Insurance Agency and 

Statistics Netherlands. It consists of two data sets: (1) The employers´ register is delivered to Statistics 

Netherlands by the Tax Authorities (directed by Ministry of Finance) and (2) the employees´ register by 

the Employee Insurance Agency (directed by Ministry of Social Affairs). The data from this WTDC is 

used by various users, all having specific wishes regarding the content of the variables and the quality of 

the data. This means that the context of the WTDC is very political.  CBS faces the challenge to transform 

data from these registers into statistical registers before they can be used. The administrative data is not 

easy to make consistent with statistical definitions as the agencies with administrative data have their own 

goals and work in a political context. Next to that, data quality has to be checked. Various outputs (along 

with a.o. Employee Insurance Agency publishing some data on the basis of the WTDC) contain 

information on labour related variables giving rise to the possibility of inconsistencies. 

In general there can be three types of inconsistencies:  

- inconsistencies caused by use of different data sources – administrative vs sample survey data; 

- inconsistencies caused by different units – fiscal vs statistical units etc, different versions of the 

business register are used etc; 

- conceptual – due to the stovepipe approach from the past or users demands leading to slightly 

different variables or definitions. 

 

To deal with the inconsistencies CBS has a special department responsible for consistent data treatment 

for the largest enterprise groups. Within the labour statistics they also have a project team to streamline 

data deliveries within the chain of labour statistics. Their task is to map the various links between inputs 
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and outputs in the field of labour statistics and make a recommendation for the optimization of the mutual 

data deliveries and outputs, by adjusting the variables that are used in the main process. 

 

In the following discussion the presented inconsistencies from different sources and the risk of publishing 

different numbers were brought up. CBS tries to explain the inconsistencies and the reasons for them. 

However, users will probably not read long explanations on reasons for inconsistencies (what is excluded 

or included in the variables and how).  

 

Presentation and discussion on the main issues on FRIBS 

Some issues on FRIBS were discussed in the end of the study visit. The main concern was the time 

schedule Eurostat has set up for the development and approval of FRIBS. 

 

 


